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Abstract. In this paper we present our participation as the team of
the Charles University at Task3 Patient-Centred Information Retrieval.
In the monolingual task and its subtasks, we submitted two runs: one is
based on language model approach and the second one is based on vector
space model. For the multilingual task, Khresmoi translator, a Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) system, is used to translate the queries
into English and get the n-best-list. For the baseline system, we take 1best-list translation and use it for the retrieval, while for other runs, we
use a machine learning model to rerank the n-best-list translations and
predict the translation that gives the best CLIR performance in terms of
P@10. We present set of features to train the model, these features are
generated from the SMT verbose output, different resources like UMLS
Metathesaurus, MetaMap, document collection and from the Wikipedia
articles. Experiments on previous CLEF eHealth IR tasks test set show
significant improvement brought by the reranker over the baseline system.
Keywords: multilingual information retrieval, Machine Translation, Machine learning
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Introduction

The increasing of internet user searches for medical topics recently gets the attention of the researchers in the field of information retrieval. The main challenge
in the medical information retrieval systems that people with different experience, express their information need in different way [8]. Laypeople express their
medical information need using non-medical terms, while medical experts express it using specific medical terms, thus, information retrieval systems need to
be stable for such different query variations.
In this paper, we describe our submitted systems to Task 3: Patient-centred
information retrieval [2, 13], taking a part in its three subtasks IRTask1 ad-hoc
search, IRTask2 query variations and the multilingual search task IRTask3. Also
we present our machine learning model which reranks the alternative translations given by the machine translation system for better IR results. The baseline

system in the multilingual task is to take the 1-best-list translation returned by
the statistical machine translation (SMT) system and perform the retrieval as
shown in the CLEF eHealth Information Retrieval tasks before. However, researches recently started to investigate looking inside the box of the machine
translation system rather than using it as a black box [12, 3] and showed that involving the internal components of the SMT in the retrieval process significantly
improved the baseline system.
Nikoulina et al. [4] presented an approach to develop Cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR) system which is based on reranking the hypotheses given
from the SMT system, Saleh and Pecina [11] consider Nikoulina’s work as a
starting point and expanded it by adding rich set of features for training. They
presented approach covered translating queries from Czech, French and German
into English and rerank the alternative translations to predict the hypothesis
that gives better CLIR performance.
In this paper, we describe our participation at the 2016 CLEF eHealth Information Retrieval Task and its subtasks. This year, ClueWeb 12 B13 1 collection
is used, and queries are extracted from posts which were published in health web
forums (askDocs2 ). In IRTask 1, we have to retrieve set of documents for each
query separately, while in IRTask 2 each group of queries are treated like an
information need and we have to design an information retrieval system that is
stable although the information need is represented in different query variations.
We focus mainly on IRTask 3, the multilingual search. In this task, we are given
parallel queries in: Czech, French, Hungarian, German, Polish and Swedish. We
are required to build a retrieval system that uses these queries to conduct the
retrieval from the given collection.
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System description

2.1

Retrieval model

We use Terrier, an open source information retrieval system [7], with the same
index that was provided by the organizers of this task. The main retrieval model
which is used in this paper is Terrier’s implementation of Bayesian smoothing
with Dirichlet prior weighting retrieval model. This retrieval model is based on
language modeling approach. Documents are ranked by calculating the product of each term’s probability in the query using the language model for that
document. Bayesian smoothing has one smoothing parameter (µ) that is based
on the length of the documents in the collection. To tune the µ parameter, we
use CLEF 2013–2015 queries that were provided in Czech, French and German.
Then, we translate these queries into English and take the 1-best-list to perform
the retrieval and evaluate the results considering P@10 (The percent of relevant
documents in the highest 10 retrieved documents); for each µ between 1 and
5000. Figure 1 shows that µ = 2500, which is the default value in Terrier, is a
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Fig. 1. Tuning µ parameter

reasonable choice for all languages, so we keep it as a smoothing parameter for
Dirichlet model in all of our experiments.
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Translation System

We employ Khresmoi statistical machine translation (SMT) system [1], for language pairs: Czech-English, French-English, German-English, Hungarian-English,
Polish-English, Spanish-English and Swedish-English, to translate the queries
into English. Khresmoi SMT system was trained to translate queries, the case
where most general SMT systems fail, and tuned on parallel and monolingual
data taken from the medical domain resources like Wikipedia, UMLS concept descriptions and UMLS metathesaurus. Such domain specific data made Khresmoi
perform well when translating sentences in the medical domain like the queries
in our case. Generally, feature weights in SMT systems are tuned toward BLEU
[9] , a method for automatic evaluation of SMT systems correlates with human
judgments. It is not necessary to have correlation between the quality of general
SMT system and the quality of CLIR performance [10]; therefore Khresmoi SMT
system was tuned using MERT [6] towards PER (position-independent word error rate) because it does not penalise word reorder; which is not important for
the performance of IR systems.

Table 1. Number of Out-Of-Vocabulary terms remain untranslated in all of test queries
Czech
91

French
43

German
101

Hungarian
200

Polish
185

Spanish
36

Swedish
154

In the test queries, Khresmoi SMT system could not recognize some words
because they are unseen in its training data, we call them Out Of Vocabulary
(OOV) words. Table 1 shows statistics about the number of OOVs in whole test
queries for each language, we do not process these OOVs and just copy them
into translated queries as they are.
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Hypothesis reranking

For each input sentence, Khresmoi SMT system returns list of alternative translations in the target language, we refer to this list as n-best-list. Saleh and Pecina
[11] presented an approach to rerank an n-best-list and predict a translation that
gives the best retrieval performance in terms of P@10. The reranker is a generalized linear regression model that uses a set of features which can be divided
according to their sources into: 1) The SMT system: This includes features
that are derived from the verbose output of the Khresmoi SMT system (e.g.
phrase translation model, the target language model, the reordering model and
word penalty). 2) Document collection: The collection is employed to derive features like IDF scores and features that are based on the blind-relevance
feedback approach. 2) External resources: Resources like Wikipedia articles,
document collection and UMLS metathesaurus are employed to create rich set
of features for each query hypothesis. 3) Retrieval status value: This feature
is used to involve the retrieval model in the reranking. It is based on how the
Dirichlet model scores the retrieved documents for a given query. This approach
is similar to the work of Nottelman et al. [5], where they investigated the correlation between the RSV and the probability of relevance.
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5.1

Experiments
Monolingual task

Ad-Hoc search
Run1 This run uses Terrier implementation of Dirichlet smoothed language
model, the smoothing parameter µ is setup by default to 2500, we do not do
any preprocessing for the queries nor for the collection.
Run2 For comparison with language model based IR model, we submit this run
based on vector space model (TF IDF) as it is implemented in Terrier.
Query variations

Run1 and Run2 These two runs are similar to Run1 and Run2 in the ad-Hoc
search but for each information need, we take the 1000 highest ranked documents
that are returned by all of its query variations.
5.2

Multilingual task

Ad-Hoc search
Run1 In this run, we translate the query variant into English using Khresmoi
SMT then we take only the 1-best-list to generate the topics, then we perform
the retrieval using Dirichlet model.
Run2 First we translate the query into English and take the 15-best-list translations, then the reranker with all features predicts the translation that gives the
highest P@10, the predicted translations are used next to generate the topics
and perform the retrieval using Dirichlet model.
Run3 This run is similar to previous run (Run2), but the reranker uses SMT
features and the rank features.
Query variations
Run1 For each information need, we translate all of its query variations into
English and then concatenate the 1-best-list translations after removing the duplicated terms, then we perform the retrieval using the resulted query.
Run2 In this run we first translate each query variant and take 15-best-list translations, then we merge these translations from all query variations that belong
to the same information need together, after generating the feature values from
these translations the reranker which uses all features predicts the translations
that gives the highest P@10 to be used for the retrieval.
Run3 First we use the reranker with all features to get the best translation for
each query variant, then we perform the retrieval using each variant separately ,
after that for each information need, we take the highest 1000 ranked documents
among all the documents that are returned by its query variations.
Table 2 shows samples from the test queries, where the reference query (ref )
is the original query which is provided in the monolingual task, while the baseline
query (base) is the 1-best-list translation which is returned by Khresmoi SMT
and used in our baseline system. Last query (Reranker ) is the hypothesis that
is predicted by the reranker which uses all features. The evaluation and results
of this approach will be presented in the overview paper [13].

Table 2. Examples of query translations including reference translation (ref ), translation by the baseline system (base) and by our reranker selection (Reranker ). The
language labels denote the source language.
Query: 101003 (ES)
ref: inguinal hernia success rate
base: success rate of inguinal hernia
Reranker: percentage success inguinal hernia
Query: 147004 (CS)
ref: viral throat infection symptoms
base: viral infection in neck manifestations
Reranker: viral infection of throat symptoms

Query: 126003 (FR)
ref: cardiovascular issues
base: cardiovascular disorders
Reranker: cardio - vascular disorders

Query: 114003 (CS)
ref: rolled ankle healing time
base: podvrtnut ankle healing time
Reranker: podvrtnut ankle healing period

Query: 107001 (PL)
ref: irregular period coughing up blood
base: irregular menses up blood
Reranker: irregular bleeding period

Query: 105004 (DE)
ref: water intoxication symptoms
base: wasservergiftungsymptome
Reranker: wasservergiftungsymptome

Query: 103002 (SV)
ref: high iron headache
base: high iron headache
Reranker: high iron balance headaches

5.3

Query: 102003 (HU)
ref: skin tag remove
base: skin appendage removal
Reranker: skin removal

Conclusion and future work

In this paper we presented our participation in the CLEF eHealth 2016 Task3
Patient-Centred Information Retrieval as a team of Charles university. For the
monolingual task, we investigated both of the language model-based IR model
and the vector space model, while for the query variations task, we used the
score returned by the retrieval model for all variations to get the highest ranked
documents for each information need.
In the multilingual task, we used Khresmoi SMT to translate the queries into
English and perform the retrieval using the 1-best-list in the baseline. For other
runs, we used a machine-learning reranking model, which is trained to predict
the hypothesis that produces better CLIR performance in terms of P@10. To
train the model, we used different sources of features based on the SMT system, translation pool, the collection, MetaMap, UMLS Metathesaurus, Dirichlet
retrieval model and the Wikipedia articles. For the query variations in the multilingual task, we used the reranker with all presented features to predict the best
hypothesis that belongs to the same information need. In the future, we plan
to investigate new features and train special model to predict the best query
variation for each information need, also we aim to solve the Out-Of-Vocabulary
problem which hurts the retrieval performance.
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